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	Affiliation: Laboratorio de NanocienciaPontificia Universidad Catolica Madre y MaestraSantiago de los CaballerosRépublique Dominicaine
	Lab: [CEMES]
	Team: M3-Carbone
	Contact: Prof. Fabrice Piazza
	Stay: 27/01/2022 to 01/04/2022
	Photo: 
	Bio: The Laboratorio de Nanociencia (LN) from the Pontificia Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra (PUCMM) in Dominican Republic has been created recently, thanks to the effort of his current director, Prof. F. PIAZZA. It is dedicated to the study of carbon materials, mostly diamond-related nanoforms and new structures. It has recently developed a proprietary process to transform bilayer graphene into bilayer diamane by means of low-temperature interaction with hydrogen radicals, thereby synthesising for the first time a 2D carbon material which was hypothesised in 2009.
	TITLE: Strengthening ongoing research projects - Exploring Educational projects
	Description: The collaboration between CEMES and LN/PUCMM started in 2016-2017 on two different projects: (1) the development of unique graphenic carbon nanocone morphologies (synthesised at CEMES); (2) the development of diamane and related materials (synthesised at LN/PUCMM). The successful results obtained and the related publications have allowed to expand the collaboration to other Dominican and French laboratories, and get finally funded through an ANR project (GLADIATOR) and a CNRS International Research Project (NEWCA), both led by CEMES (P. Puech) and which both started in January 2022.  In this context, my visit was dedicated to carrying-out experimental work and scientific interactions within both topics on the one hand, and to carry-out educative actions focused on the development of science on the other hand. It was also the occasion to interact with one of the newcomer labs in the network (Laboratorio de Nanotechnologia, INTEC, Santo Domingo) and to introduce our current French-Dominican collaborative actions to the Attaché Scientifique of the French Embassy in Santo Domingo. 2 articles were published in 2022 as a result of the stay, one on each topic (in ACSnano, and CarbonTrends), and another in 2023 (in Ultramicroscopy).
	Text24: Inside and outside the Laboratorio de Nanociencia at the PUCMM, Dominican Republic) during a pedagogical visit of High School students to be introduced to scientific research. Also present are the director of the laboratory and the director of Alliance Française in Santiago.
	Figure: 
	Name: MONTHIOUX Marc
	Position: [DR 1]


